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 The name of the game is an old spy term meaning to follow someone or something in secret. The game features the most
popular commando group, the French Commandos. The story takes place in France, in the period between WWII and the

Algerian War. The player controls a French commando. You will have to learn how to use modern weapons to kill German
soldiers in France. In this modern world, you have to follow a certain set of rules: no helicopters, no GPS tracking devices, and

no mobile phones. Only your instinct will help you to survive. The game is very good and it comes with a large amount of
weapons and outfits. This is the most stylish game in the series. When the first game was released, it received mixed reviews. In
fact, the game has been criticized for a kind of spy movie atmosphere, but we still like it. It has various mission levels, the map

is huge and even the graphics are quite good. It is always fun to be a spy. The story is focused on four missions, each level is
about 15 minutes. Some levels are exciting, some are more difficult. Some involve fighting with other enemies, some are just
mission specific, but no more than the others. The game can be played in single player mode or in a multiplayer way with two

players. Commandos 2: Men of War has a great atmosphere. You will have to go into the game and live through four levels. The
game starts with a mission that involves destroying a missile silo. Then you will have to go into a house to find a secret files.

Once you have this file, you will face another mission. In the end, you will have to deal with the last mission: you will have to
jump over a small waterfall, while on a motorcycle, with no brakes, and no driver. Each mission takes place in a different
setting: a church, a chateau, a plane. Commandos 2: Men of War is an action game. It’s very good and it’s one of the most

successful games in the series. The game features different weapons and you will have to make use of them to complete your
missions. In addition, the game is very easy to play and even an advanced player can easily get the hang of it. It is very

enjoyable. The two games are not similar. They are different and you will enjoy them a lot. We all like to go on vacation and
enjoy a nice meal, so we have decided 82157476af
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